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Opt X

Maths P1 (1h30)

English Literature P1 (1h45)

English Literature P2 (2h15)
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Opt Y
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Music Listening (1h30)

Physics Triple (1h45)
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Chemistry Triple (1h45)

Chemistry Combined (1h15)

English Language P2 (1h45)

Biology Triple (1h45)

Biology Combined (1h15)

PE Practical moderation
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LUNCH

BREAK

*French and Spanish Speaking exam starting week of 1 July 2019
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8.40 am
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P2

Wed 12 June
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P1

All exams held in Sports Hall
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LINE UP
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1h45
1h15
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1h45
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PE P1
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2h
1h45

Materials
PE P1

1h30
1h45
1h

History
Spanish Writing

2h

1h
Geography

Engineering

French Writing

Opt Y

Exam Length

2h

Engineering

Tuesday 25 June P1-2

1h30

1h15

Computing P1
Drama

1h15

Business

Opt Z

Exam Length

1h30

Geography

Monday 24 June P3-4

1h

Exam Length

French Writing

Opt X

Tuesday 18 June P1-2

BUSINESS

Topics to revise




Paper 1




























Paper 2











Margin of Safety
Reasons for starting a business
Types of business (sole trader, partnership, private limited company, public limited company)
Liabilities
Legislation
The marketing mix (4p’s)
Market Research – primary and secondary
Risks and Rewards
Cash Flow Statement
Fixed and variable costs & cash inflows and outflows
Market segment
Calculating profit
Break Even Points
Benefits of using E-commerce
Competitiveness & competitive environment
Business Structures
Aims and objectives
Stakeholders and Shareholders
Sources of finance – including crowd funding
Franchise & franchisee
Re-shoring
Globalisation
Tariffs
Trade bloc
Business calculations – Gross Profit, Net Profit, Gross profit margin etc.
Interest rates
Production methods – Batch, job, flow
The sales process
Market mapping
Business risks and Rewards – including fringe benefits
Business growth
Trade off
Staff Training – Formal, informal, ongoing
Organisation structures
Using technology in business (e.g. Netflix vs Blockbuster)
Ethics – including environmentally friendly
PLC and LTD vs Sole trader and Partnership
Sources of finance & +ives and -ives of each (retained profit, loan, share capital, factoring
etc.)
Design mix (Function, Aesthetics, Cost to manufacture)

Useful Resources
www.tutor2u.net/business/topics

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Topics to revise

Paper 1












Paper 2










Components of the von Neuman architecture and CPU and RAM
Embedded systems
Storage devices- types of storage (magnetic, solid state, optical)
Client-server versus peer-to-peer networks
Star and mesh topologies
Packet switching
IMAP and SMTP protocols
Different types of System security over LAN/WAN. Security provided by operating
systems utilities
How defragment works
Proprietary and open source software

Number representation and conversions
What Character sets are, including difference between asci & Unicode
Sound representation
How to write algorithms using, selection, iteration & arrays
Recognise where selection, sequence and iteration is used in an algorithm. Know
difference between variable and constant
Types of errors and what they are, ( logic error, syntax error, run-time error)
High level and low level languages, types of interpreters (compiler, assembler and
why they are needed)
IDE tools

Useful resources
www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z34k7ty
www.teach-ict.com/2016/GCSE_Computing/OCR_J276/OCR_J276_home
www.senecalearning.com (use your class code)

ENGINEERING

Topics to revise



Materials (metals, plastics, composites, ceramics)



Smart Modern Materials



Material Testing



Material Properties



Standard Components



Methods of Manufacture (Just in time production)



CNC Processes



Hand Tools



Thread Cutting



Machine Safety



Plastic Moulding processes

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Topics to revise
Reading Skills
You will be required to:


Find information from a text



Comment on the writer’s use of language methods for example similes, metaphors, adjectives etc.



Comment on the writer’s use of structural methods for example shift in focus, cliff-hanger, hook etc.



Evaluate a writer’s use of language and structural methods



Summarise differences between the content of two texts



Compare writers’ viewpoints in two texts



Use quotations to evidence your comments and ideas

Writing Skills
You will be required to:


Adapt your writing to a particular purpose for example, description or persuasion



Adapt your writing to a particular audience for example, teenagers or the readers of a national
newspaper



Organise your writing using paragraphs and connectives



Use language and structural methods imaginatively for example similes and shift in focus



Vary your sentences



Use ambitious vocabulary



Use a full range of punctuation accurately

Useful Resources
www.bbc.com/education/examspecs/zcbchv4

ENGLISH LITERATURE

Topics to revise
Paper 1 - Shakespeare and the 19th century novel. You will answer the Macbeth question and the A Christmas
Carol question.
Macbeth Revision






Key quotations for each character and each theme.
Language, structure and form devices used by Shakespeare to create effects.
Contextual points that surround the play.
William Shakespeare’s purpose in writing the play and the effects this would have
on the audience of the time and a contemporary audience.

A Christmas Carol






Key quotations for each character and each theme.
Language, structure and form devices used by Shakespeare to create effects.
Contextual points that surround the play.
Charles Dickens’ purpose in writing the play and the effects this would have on the
audience of the time and a contemporary audience.

Paper 2 - Modern Texts and Poetry. You will answer the An Inspector Calls or Blood Brothers question
(dependent on the text you have studied in class), the Power and Conflict question and the unseen poetry
question.
An Inspector Calls






Key quotations for each character and each theme.
Language, structure and form devices used by Shakespeare to create effects.
Contextual points that surround the play.
J.B. Priestley’s purpose in writing the play and the effects this would have on the
audience of the time and a contemporary audience.

Blood Brothers






Key quotations for each character and each theme.
Language, structure and form devices used by Shakespeare to create effects.
Contextual points that surround the play.
Willy Russell’s purpose in writing the play and the effects this would have on the
audience of the time and a contemporary audience.

Power and Conflict



You will be given a blank copy of one of the poems you have studied on your
course. You will be expected to compare this to one other poem from the anthology. Therefore, you will need to have a strong knowledge of each poem and be able
to make strong links across the poems.
You must know a range of quotations from each poem.
The language, structure and form devices used by the poets.
Contextual points that surround the poem and poet.
The effects each poem create for the reader.

Poetry





The names of the poems are
Ozymandias by Percy Bysshe Shelley
London by William Blake
Extract from The Prelude by William Wordsworth
My Last Duchess by Robert Browning
The Charge of the Light Brigade by Alfred Lord Tennyson
The Emigree by Carol Rumens
Exposure by Wilfred Owen
Storm on the Island by Seamus Heaney
Bayonet Charge by Ted Hughes
Remains by Simon Armitage
Poppies by Jane Weir
War Photographer by Carol Ann Duffy
Tissue by Imtiaz Dharker
Checking Out Me History by John Agard
Kamikaze by Beatrice Garland

Unseen Poetry
You will also be expected to analyse a poem you have
not seen before in detail. You will have to respond to
the language, structure and form of it. In the final
question you will briefly compare this unseen poem to
another one.

Useful Resources
www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2vdqz7e4HAuzhpFuRY8w - An English teacher who provides
tutorials on all of the questions and in-depth analysis
of each of the texts listed above

FRENCH

Topics to revise


Family and relationships



Reflexive verbs



Making arrangements (near future tense)



Weather and plans linked to weather



Healthy living/food and drink



French festivals and customs



Present tense



Past tense using avoir and être



Near future tense



Shopping for clothes

Useful Resources
www.senecalearning.com
www.languagesonline.org.uk
www.aqa.org.uk
www.newsinslowfrench.com
www.memrise.com
www.memorize.com
www.duolingo.com

GEOGRAPHY

Topics to revise
Theme 1 - Landscape and Physical Processes



Describe











Explain









Analyse/Evaluate 



Identify distinctive landscapes as being upland, lowland, coastal and river
Describe how landscapes can be managed e.g. Management of Visitors and Footpath Maintenance
Describe the four processes of erosion and 3 processes of weathering
Give the meaning of each weathering term: physical, chemical, biological
Give the meaning of each erosion term: hydraulic action, abrasion, attrition, and solution
Describe the main features of each of the following river landforms: V–shaped valley, waterfall, gorge, meander
Describe the main features of each of the following coastal landforms: Headlands/bays, cliffs,
wave-cut platforms, arches, stacks, beaches, offshore bars and spits
Describe the process of longshore drift
Describe the main processes that shape the rate of river and coastal change
Explain how distinctive landscapes are characterised by Geology, Land use, Vegetation and
People and Culture
Explain the impact of human activity on physical landscapes e.g. Snowdonia National Park,
Lake District, Yorkshire Dales
Use my understanding of geology to explain why some coastlines are at greater risk of landslides than others
Explain how flows and stores of water can be altered to make a river more likely to flood. UK
flood example - Boscastle
Understand how climate, vegetation, geology and urbanisation make a river more likely to
flood
Study a photograph of a landscape (river or coastal) that I haven’t seen before and identify
landforms at different scales
Compare the rate of erosion of two different coastlines using evidence that has been presented to me (e.g. maps, photographs or frequency graphs)
Weigh up (evaluate) the human and physical factors that can lead to rapid coastal erosion
Predict how and why building new coastal defences will affect the coastline both where the
defences are built and on adjacent coastlines
Evaluate why some areas are more at risk of river flooding than others. UK flood example Boscastle
Evaluate the effectiveness of different hard and soft engineering techniques when managing
rivers

Examples:

Yorkshire Dales (how natural landscapes are affected by visitors)

Flood – Boscastle

Coastal Erosion – The Holderness coastline

Theme 2 - Rural-Urban Links

Describe












Describe the overall pattern of rural and urban areas in the UK
Give the meaning of commuting
Give the meaning of counter-urbanisation
Give two examples of how technology is helping to change rural areas
Describe how rural places change when services, such as schools or shops, close
Describe how the UK’s population is changing
Understand what is meant by the term counter-urbanisation
Understand the concepts of Greenfield and Brownfield sites
Describe how is retail changing in the UK
Describe the differences between global city and a world city

GEOGRAPHY

Explain









Explain why some people move from cities to the countryside and vice versa
Explain the concept of a cycle of deprivation and how it impacts rural areas
Explain the social, economic and political factors that affect population change
Explain the reasons for migration into and within the UK
Explain what factors makes a place sustainable (Egan’s wheel)
Choose two strategies that are used to encourage people back to CBD shopping and explain
Explain why global cities are important



Evaluate whether the challenge of achieving a sustainable community is as difficult on a
Greenfield site (e.g. Oxford) and a Brownfield site (e.g. Hulme)
Evaluate whether HIC (Cardiff or Manchester) or LIC (Mumbai) global cities experience more
challenges

Analyse/Evaluate 

Examples:

Global cities: Cardiff or Manchester HIC

Sustainable living: BedZed

Urban regeneration: Salford Quays / Hulme / Liverpool One
Theme 3 - Tectonic Hazards

Describe








Explain








Analyse/Evaluate 

Where are the major and minor plate boundaries?
Define convection, subduction and convergence
To name and identify the 3 major plate boundaries
To be able to draw the large-scale features found at plate boundaries (ocean trenches, rift
valleys and fold mountains)
To describe the two different types of volcanoes (strato and shield)
To explain the large scale processes that occur at plate margins (divergence, subduction and
convection currents)
To explain the concept of volcanic hostpots
To explain the processes that lead to the different volcanic features (strato vs shield, cinder
cones, lava tubes and geysers)
Explain the impacts of earthquakes, tsunami and volcanic activity on health, infrastructure
and the economy. Know some examples! Volcano (Mt Merapi or Montserrat), Earthquake
(Nepal) and Tsunami (Indian Ocean)
Evaluate the factors that make a place more or less vulnerable to tectonic hazards (i.e. magnitude, risk of lava/lahar/pyroclastic flow, social development and preparedness
Analyse the effectiveness of monitoring, hazard mapping, building technology and improved
emergency planning in reducing the risk associated with hazards

Examples:

Volcano: Mt. Merapi, Indonesia 2010 or Soufrire Hills volcano in Montserrat, Carribean 1997+2004.

Earthqauke: Nepal 2015

Tsunami: Indian Ocean 2004

Useful Resources
www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zkw76sg

HISTORY

Topics to revise



Weimar and Nazi Germany, c.1918-39



Early Elizabethan England, c.1558-88

Useful Resources

www.bbc.com/education/subjects/zk26n39
www.historylearningsite.co.uk

As well as focusing upon revising course content, students should also review the frequently practiced
exam-style questions in order to consolidate understanding of technique

I-MEDIA

Topics to revise


Visualisation diagrams( Purpose/What is included/How to create one)



Mind Map( Purpose/What is included/How to create one)



Script ( Purpose/What is included/How to create one)



Storyboard ( Purpose/What is included/How to create one)



Mood board( Purpose/What is included/How to create one)



Time restrictions



Client briefs/Design requirements



Work Plan (Purpose and creation)



Benefits of planning



Location Recces (Purpose)



Risk Assessment ( What is the purpose /what is included in them/ What might happen if you don’t
do one)



Target Audience and purpose ( impact on target audience and how it effects design decisions)



Compression techniques(Lossy and lossless)



File types(Video/Sound/Images best for TV and internet)



Discuss the suitability of a pre production document. (Positives/Negatives/Improvements)

Useful Resources
www.shmoodle.co.uk/course/view.php?id=676

MATERIALS

Topics to revise


Sustainable Design



Materials and their Properties



Composite Materials



Electronic Systems



Stock Forms



Quality Control



Forces and Stresses



Motion



Modelling and Development



CAD/CAM



Anthropometrics and Ergonomics

MATHS

Topics to revise
Foundation

























Coordinates
Charts and Graphs
Representing and interpreting data
Probability
Fractions
Percentages
Money problems
Decimals
Area & Perimeter
Plan and elevation
BIDMAS
Ratio and proportion
Averages
Angle facts
Transformations
Using scales
Compound measures
Constructions
Solving equations
Substitution
Expanding and factorising
Conversions
Pythagoras theorem
Standard form

Useful Resources
www.corbettmaths.com
www.vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle

www.mathsgenie.co.uk

Higher



























Charts and Graphs
Representing and interpreting data
Probability
Percentages
Plan and elevation
Ratio and proportion
Transformations
Compound measures
Constructions
Solving equations
Expanding and factorising
Simultaneous equations
Estimations
Rearranging formula
Indices
Algebraic proof
Circle theorems
Surds
Pythagoras theorem
Trigonometry
Standard form
Area
Angles in regular polygons
Inequalities
Vectors
Compound/Inverse functions

MUSIC

Study piece

Topics to revise

The Beatles: St Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band -

Popular Music





Music of Broadway 1950s to 1990s
Rock music of 1960s and 1970s
Film and computer gaming music 1990s to present
Pop music 1990s to present
Element type



With a Little Help from my Friends



Within You, Without You



Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds

Element

Melody





Riff
Pitch bend
Melisma





Hook
Slide
Glissando





Improvisation
Ostinato
Blue notes

Harmony



Power chords



Chord symbols e.g. c7



Stock chord progressions
e.g. i vi iv v

Tonality



Pentatonic



Modal



Blues scale

Structure




Intro/outro
Verse




Chorus
Break




Twelve-bar blues
Drum fill

Sonority
(Timbre)





Standard contemporary instrument types e.g. electric guitar, synthesisers
Specific instrument types e.g. sitar, dilruba
Instrumental techniques e.g. palm mute (pm), pitch bend, hammer-on (ho), pull-off (po),
slide guitar/bottleneck
Drum kit components and techniques eg rim
Vocal timbres e.g. falsetto, belt, rap, beat-boxing, scat singing
specific instrumental techniques e.g. slap bass
specific instrumental effects e.g. amplification, distortion
Specific technological recording techniques e.g. automatic doubletracking
(adt) and direct input transformer (dit)








Tempo, metre
and rhythm




bpm (beats per minute)
mm (metronome marking)




Groove
Backbeat





Syncopation
Off-beat
Shuffle, swing/swung




Melisma
Improvisation

Traditional Music




Blues from 1920 to 1950
Fusion music incorporating African and/or Caribbean music
Contemporary Latin Musictemporary folk music of the British Isles
Element type

Melody

Element




Blue notes

Pentatonic, whole tone, 
modal

Slide/glissando/
portamento, pitch bend,
appoggiaturas

Ostinato
Riff
Melody–scat

MUSIC

Tonality



Modal



Pentatonic

Structure



Strophic, verse and chorus, cyclic
Call and response



Popular song forms







Structure - 12/16 bar
blues



Generic families of instruments as found in traditional/world music eg steel drums
The use of technology, synthesised and computer-generated sounds, sampling and the use
of techniques such as reverb, distortion and chorus
Drone

Texture



A cappella



Imitative



Layered/layering

Tempo, metre
and rhythm






Irregular, free
Skank
Bubble
Clave (bo diddley type
beat)
Augmentation, diminution
Anacrusis
Hemiola



Bi-rhythm, crossrhythm, polyrhythm
Shuffle beat
Backbeat
Syncopation
Off-beat
Bossa nova
Samba









Salsa
Tango
Habanera
Danzón
Merengue
Cha-cha-cha
Rumba

Sonority
(Timbre)












Understanding Music Year 10 Listening List
Listening. Unfamiliar music - you are required to listen to unfamiliar music form all four areas of study to identify
and accurately describe musical elements, musical context and use musical language – including notation.
You must be able to critically appraise the music form the specified study pieces using knowledge and understanding of:

The effect of audience, time and place on how the how the pieces were created, developed and performed

How and why the music across the selected areas of study has changed over time

How the composer’s purpose and intention for the study pieces is reflected in their use of musical elements

Relevant musical vocabulary and terminology for the study pieces
Popular Music

Traditional/World

Music of Broadway
Bernstein - West Side Story
Alan Menken - Little Shop of Horrors
Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey - Grease
Elton John and Tim Rice - The Lion King
Rock Music of 1960s and 1970s
The Beatles - Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (Study Piece)
Led Zeppelin—IV
Pink Floyd - Dark side of the Moon
Film and computer game music 1990s to present
John Williams - Star Wars & Harry Potter
Hans Zimmer - Pirates of the Caribbean, Gladiator & The Dark
Knight
Harry Gregson-Williams - Metal Gear Solid 4 - Guns of Patriots
(15)
Pop music 1960s to present
White Stripes - Elephant
Taylor Swift - 1989 (2014)
Adele - 21
Alicia Keys - Girl on Fire (2012)
Coldplay - Ghost Stories (2014)

Blues music 1920 - 1950
Robert Johnson - The Complete Collection
Bessie Smith - The Best of Bessie Smith
Big Bill Broonzy - The Anthology
Blind Willie Mc Tell - The Ultimate Blues Collection
Fusion Music incorporating African and/or Caribbean music
Bob Marley - Legend
Paul Simon - Graceland
Contemporary Latin music
Santana - Supernatural
Buena Vista Social Club - Buena Vista Social Club
Piazolla - Libertango
Contemporary Folk music of the British Isles
Mumford and Sons - Sigh no more
Kate Rusby - Little Lights

PE GCSE

Topics to revise
Paper 1
Topic 3 - Physical Training


The relationship between health and fitness and the role that exercise plays in both



The components of fitness, benefits for sport and how fitness is measured and improved



The principles of training and their application to personal exercise/training programmes



The long-term effects of exercise



How to optimise training and prevent injury



Effective use of warm up and cool down



Use of data

Paper 2
Topic 6 - Socio-cultural influences and wellbeing in physical activity and sport


Physical, emotional and social health, fitness and well-being



The consequences of a sedentary lifestyle



Use of data

Useful Resources

www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/znyb4wx

RE

Topics to revise
Philosophy and Ethics - Arguments for the Existence of God

Area of study

Detail for the topic

Revelation






The nature of revelation.
Revelation as proof of God.
Jesus Christ as the culmination of God’s revelation.
What the revelation shows about God.

Visions






The nature and importance of visions.
Biblical and non-biblical examples of visions.
Reasons why visions might lead people to believe in God.
Arguments against visions as proof that God exists.





The nature and importance of miracles.
Biblical and non-biblical examples of miracles.
Reasons why miracles might lead people to believe in the existence of
God.

Religious Experiences






The nature of religious experiences.
Religious experience and revelations.
Why religious experiences may not be proof that God exists.
Catholic responses to the question of proof.

The design argument






The classical design argument.
The strength of the design argument.
Evidence against the argument.
Evolution as an explanation of order and purpose.

The cosmological argument





The strengths of the cosmological argument.
What the cosmological argument reveals about God’s nature.
Evidence against the cosmological argument.

The existence of suffering






The issue of suffering for Catholics.
Examining or rejecting belief in God.
Natural Evil.
Moral Evil.



Catholics response to suffering.
Theoretical responses to suffering.
Practical responses to suffering.

Miracles

Solutions to the problem of

suffering


RE

Topics to revise
Philosophy and Ethics - Religious Teachings on Relationships and Families in the 21st Century

Area of study

Detail for the topic

Marriage






The importance and purpose of marriage.
Catholic teachings about marriage.
Marriage and society.
Different views on marriage.

Sexual Relationships






Marital, unitive and procreative relationships.
Relationships outside marriage.
Different attitudes towards relationships.
Views of non-religious groups on marriage.

The Family





Procreation, security and education.
The purpose of family.
Different types of family.

Support for the family








Supporting families.
Family worship.
Classes for parents.
Family Group Movement.
Groups for children.
Counselling.

Family Planning







Catholic teaching on family planning.
Papal teaching on family planning.
The Sanctity of life.
Divergent attitudes to family planning.
Other Christian attitudes to family.

Divorce, annulment and
remarriage





The meaning of divorce, annulment, remarriage.
The Church’s teaching on divorce.
Different attitudes to divorce.

Equality of men and women
in the family






Equality in Catholicism.
Attitudes to men and women in the Bible.
The role of men and women in the family.
Divergent Christian views.

Gender prejudice an
discrimination





What are gender prejudice and discrimination?
Catholic opposition to prejudice and discrimination.
Divergent Christian attitudes to prejudice and discrimination.

Useful Resources
www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zb48q6f

SCIENCE

Topics to revise
Biology


Infection & Pathogens



Bioenergetics



Homeostasis

Chemistry


Quantitative chemistry



Chemical changes



Energy changes

Physics


Particle model of matter



Atomic structure & Radio activity



Forces & Motion

Useful Resources
www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zrkw2hv

SPANISH

Topics to revise


Family and relationships



Reflexive verbs



Making arrangements (near future tense)



Weather and plans linked to weather



Healthy living/food and drink



Spanish festivals and customs



Present tense



Past tense using imperfect and preterite forms



Near future tense



Shopping for clothes

Useful Resources
www.senecalearning.com
www.languagesonline.org.uk
www.aqa.org.uk
www.newsinslowfrench.com
www.memrise.com
www.memorize.com
www.duolingo.com

TEXTILES

Topics to revise


Sustainable Design



Materials and their Properties



Composite Materials



Electronic Systems



Stock Forms



Quality Control



Forces and Stresses



Motion



Modelling and Development



CAD/CAM



Anthropometrics and Ergonomics
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